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In recent year, the physical optics (PO) approximation theory has 

proposed to solve the high-frequency ReS problems. In this paper, the 

scattering matrix of coated target is studied. A PO formulation with the 

impedance boundary condition is presented. It is shown that the scattering 

matrix of such target is symmetric for the monostatic case. 

2. Impedance Parameter and Reflection Coefficient 

Consider that a plane wave is incident on the surface of target at an 

angle of incidance e. It is known that the following impedance condition 

E- (n • E )n~~ n X H 0) 
will be held under some conditions. The material coating and the dimen

sion of the convex surface must satisfy certain criteris [1]. The magni

tude of the index of refraction, N ,is very large and has a large imaginary 

part. The thickness, d, is less than the principal radii of curvature of the 

outer surfac;e, and kd< < 1 N I. The radii of curvature of the surface are 

large compared to the wavelength. For these conditions, the impedance pa

rameter is given by [ 2J 

~=-j(~/N)tan (Nkd) (2) 

If the external medium to be characterized by the constants,Eo=~o=l, 

then the surface impedance Z is given by Eq. (2) ,i. e. ,Z= n. The reflec

tion coeffieient has the following polarization dependence [2J 
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z-cose 
Ru=z+cose 

R _Z-sece 
.L - Z+sece 

3. Formula for Calculating the Scattering Field 

(3) 

(4) 

Assume that the polarizations of transmitter and receiver are denoted 

bye, and e" respectively, and 1 e;J = 1 e, 1 = 1. The incident field and far 

scattering field are denoted by E[ and E". Assume that EI is given by 

E'= IE'I[(o,' UU) UlI+(o,' u.L) u.L]exp[-jk,· p] (5) 

Then ,according to the OP approximation theory, we obtain 

where 

E'· e, =- 4j:R 1E' lexp[-jkR] 

X 1 {(l -R.L)(e,· .u.L)[(n X uu) · e, 

+Z(uu' e; ) -Z(n' ulI)(n''; )] 

-(l-Ru)(e,· uu)[(n X u.L )' e, 

+Z(n.L ' e;)-Z (n' u.L)(n· e;)]} 

exp[-jk, • p+jkp' Ro]ds 

UuX u.L =-s, Ull' U.L= O. luu l= IU.LI=l 

e;=RoXe" e,. Ro=O 

s=unit vector along the incident direction of plane wave 

n=unit outward normal to the surface 

(6) 

Ro= unit vector directed from the target toward the point of obser

vation 

4. Scatlering Matrix for the Monostatic Case 

Let 

5=Z, Ro=-z 

The scattering matrix is denoted as follows: 

(
su 

S= 
s" 

sa) 
5" 
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(7) 

(8) 



From Eq. (6), we obtain the following results: 

(i) e,=y .... y 

r (n . Y)' sll=-A ~(O-R.l) sine (cose-z) 

+ 0 - Rll )( ns~;)' (cose-Zcos'e) }<I>ds 

(ii) el=Y,e.=x 

1 (n.x)( n.y) 
S12=-A (O - R.l) sine sine (cose-Z) 

(n.x)( n. y) -O-R II ) sine sine (cose- Zcos'e)}<I>ds 

(iii) el=x,e.=y 

r (n.x)( n. y) s,,=-A 1(0-R.l) sine sine (cose- z) 

(n.x)(n. y ) -O-RII ) sine sine (cose-Zcos'e)}<I>ds 

(iv) el=X,er=x 

s,,=-A 1 ((l-R.l)(:~;)' (cose - z ) 

- 0-R II )( :i~n' (cose- Zcos'e) }¢ds 

where 

A= 4J:RIE'lexP[-ikR] 

From Eqs. (0) and (ll) .it can be seen that 

(9) 

(0) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Therefore, the scatlering matrix of such target is symmetric for the mono

static case. 

5. Example 

An numerical example is presented as follows. Assume that the tar

get is an ellipsoId of revolution without right crown. The height of crown 

is 24. 6,. The suface of ellipsoId is given by 
X Z yl (z - a)Z 
a'+b'+ a' =1 
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where a=24. 3), and b=300).. Let d=A/8,e,=10-j and ~=1. For the 

monostatic case, the scattering matrix can be obtained as 

S=C (
0. 2551+0. 04523j 0 ) 

o -1. 73100-0. 24214j 
where C is a complex number. Note that it is of no importance in the 

study of polarization characteristics of target. 
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